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Baking day at grandma's

Difficulty: Medium, includes stove and mixer. Time: 5 minutes. 3 oz. semisweet chocolate (55% to 60% cocoa), roughly chopped or broken into pieces1/4 cup heavy cream3 cups whole milk; More than necessaryPinch kosher salt Grind the chocolate in a food processor until it reaches the consistency of a rough meal, about 30 seconds. Bring to the boil the
cream in a small saucepan over a medium heat. Add the cream to the food processor and process until smooth, about 10 seconds. In a small saucepan, heat the milk over a medium heat until it turns. Add half ganache and salt and stir until smooth (ganache can be warm or cold). If you prefer a thinner consistency, add more milk. Serve hot cups. Half of the
recipe of ganache will be left for the cold of the chocolate cake. Difficulty: A simple cake, easy to help children. Time: 20 minutes prep plus 30 minutes of baking. 1 cup sugar1/2 cup cocoa1 cup flour1/8 teaspoon salt4 tablespoons butter (half sticks)1 cup boiling hot water1 teaspoon baking soda1 egg1 teaspoon vanilla Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Mix
sugar, cocoa, flour and salt in a large bowl. Using a small spoon, make a hollow in the center of the mixture. Add the butter sliced to the hollow center. Stir the baking soda into a cup of boiling water. While it's foaming, pour it on the butter. Allow the mixture to sit until the butter has melted and the dough cools. Add egg and vanilla to the bowl and mix all the
ingredients well. Pour the dough into a lightly lubricated 9x9 baking tray and bake at a temperature of 350 degrees for 30-35 minutes. Test with toothpick. The toothpick must come out dry when brownies are done. Allow the cake to cool after baking. Frost with the remaining ganache and enjoy! Chocolate CupcakeBread and Jam Francesby Russell Hoban
Let's Eat! ¡A Comer!by Pat MoraBlack bean tacos - Tacos con frijoles negros Cowboy ChiliPetey's Bedtime Storyby David Small Put on his aprons, lift up your wooden spoons: It's baking day! It's baking day! It's a baking day for grandma! In this charming new picture book by Anika and Christopher Denise, three spirited young bears tromp through the snow
to spend a fun, cozy day with grandmothers. After a round of hugs and kisses, they enter the delicious cake baking business: Throw out the aprons, One-two-three. Grandmother reads the recipe: flour, sugar, butter, eggs. Stand on chairs with nozzle legs. Eager cubes add large spoons of joy and anticipation to the dough, as they help to measure, mix and
mix in grandmother's warm and hospitable cabin kitchen. And why not lick a spoon?  While the cake is in the oven, they sip a hot forehead and dance to the sounds emanating from grandmother's Old-time music, soft and sweet. Skippy notes and tapping your feet. Learning the songs that grandma sings - when the kitchen timer sounds! Then it's time to
cut and freeze the cake and add a few Before the gift wraps each piece and heading home the moonlight. Anikos pitch perfect, rolls of rhymes pairing and Christopher's lush warm, wooded illustrations capture all the love, busy, and comfy delights of this special day. This fascinating generational story sings a sweet reward not only for time with loved ones, but
also for satisfaction with something together, and ultimately a joy to share with others. Love memories of childhood summers and holidays spent at her grandparents' home in the Adirondacks inspired Anika to write a baking day for grandmothers. Her grandmother Rose was a great cook and restaurant co-owner who always welcomed her children and
grandkids into her kitchen to bake and eat. Wrapping up treats to share was usually part of the fun, and Rose's recipe for Chocolate Cake is included in the book. These days, Anika continues this wonderful tradition by baking with her three lovely daughters. No need to say anything, alphabet soup resident bears gave this book rousing five feet up. They're big
fans of Denises's Pigs Love Potatoes, and Christopher The Bears in Kristy Dempsey's Me With You. I bought a Redwall cookbook a few years ago because I reeeeeallly loved Christopher's art (and needed to try some recipes soon).  But in the meantime, let's have a chocolate cake. * * *  ALLOW THEM BEARS TO EAT CAKE!  No one could live at
home with more than 300 hungry bears and not try this recipe, which is included in the recipe collection Rose, made for her family. Anika said it's Rose's signature recipe and I can see why. So, so good! I like that the cake is easy to make, does not require much beating, not too sweet, and beautiful moist crumbs, but is strong enough to eat out of hand.
Children will love to watch baking soda foam when added to boiling water, and enjoy the cold and decorate the baked cake. Scharffen Berger unsweetened cocoa powder I gave cake an eye-roll-back-in-your-head rich dark chocolate flavor. I made a simple vanilla butter matte (1 stick butter, 2+ cups of confectionery sugar, 1 tablespoon of vanilla, 3-4 T milk),
which perfectly complemented the cake. Perhaps the greatest testament to the deliciousness of this cake is the reaction of Mr. Jama after the first two bites were used. Big smile, eyes closed and words: My mom wants a piece. Let me just say that during 35 years of marriage and hundreds of cookies, cakes, cakes, and puddings I made for him, never was he
moved to mention his late mother - who apparently loved and made a good chocolate cake. Thank you, Grandma Rosie! GRANDMA ROSIE'S CHOCOLATE CAKE 1 cup sugar 1/2 cup cocoa 1 cup a pinch of flour salt 4 tablespoons butter (half stick) 1 cup boiling water 1 tsp baking soda 1 egg 1 tsp vanilla oven to 350 degrees. Mix sugar, cocoa, flour and salt
in a large bowl. Using a small spoon, make a hollow in the center of the mixture. Add the butter sliced to the hollow center. Stir the baking soda into a cup of boiling water. While it's foaming, pour it on the butter. Allow the mixture to sit until the butter has melted and the dough cools. Add egg and vanilla to the bowl and mix all the ingredients well. Pour the
dough into a lightly lubricated 9×9 baking tray and bake at a temperature of 350 degrees for 30-35 minutes. Test with cake tester. The tester must come out dry. Let the cake cool after baking, then frost and enjoy! ** BAKING DAY GRANDMOTHERS written by Anika Denise illustrated by Christopher Denise in Philomel Books, 2014 Picture Book for All Ages,
32 pp. Cool themes: cooking, grandparents, family, cake, food, winter, bears Enjoy this great video of Anika cooking with her girls and Chris talking a little about her illustrations: *♥ ANOTHER BITE OR TWO ♥**** Tricia is preparing this week's Roundup at The Miss Rumphius Effect. Scam and check out the full menu of poetic good today's menu. Wipe the fur
and another piece of cake! * * * SURPRISE GIVEAWAY! Anika generously offered a signed copy of the baking day in grandmother, a wooden spoon and some gift marks for one happy reader of the alphabet soup! Just comment on this post no later than midnight (EDT) Thursday, October 16, 2014 to be entered in the giveaway. The winner will be
announced next Friday.  ————————————————- * The interior has spread since the date of baking grandmother's publication, a text copyright © 2014 by Anika Denise, illustrations © 2014 by Christopher Denise, published by Philomel Books. All rights reserved ID: 12355 Copyright © 2014 Jama Rattigan of Jama Alphabet Soup. All rights
reserved ID: 12355 © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates * A 2014 Crystal Kite Award Finalist * Selected Dolly Parton's 2017 Imaginative Library Now available in the board book and hardcover! (Philomel 2014) Hardcover ISBN-10: 0399242449 Hardcover ISBN-13: 978-0399242441 Board book-ISBN 13: 978-0399171574 Three bouncing little bear
siblings, Wrapped tight in their winter clothes, can't wait to tromp through a baking day without rhyming the text that begs to be sung, the bears and their grandmother pour and mix and mix-with-breaks hot cocoa and dance to create the perfect wintry treat. Then they wrap it in strips to show that sweets are even better when they are shared. With a recipe in
the back, it is great for the family to feel a good story in autumn, winter, and any holiday spent with grandparents. Reviews text is a great rhyming poem/song with refrain, It's baking day!/It's baking day!/It's baking day/grandmother! And such fun to read aloud. Old-time music, soft and sweet./Skippy notes and touch of legs./Learning songs singing by
grandmother–/when the kitchen timer sounds! The price includes grandmother Rosie's chocolate cake recipe. This gentle story will leave the children feeling warm and hazy. This is perfect for individual sharing, story time, cooking time and almost any time. -School Library Journal Rollicking, rhyming welcome grandmother's grandson bond. . . . While the
cake bakes, there is a hot chocolate drink and cold windows to draw. 'Old-time music, soft and sweet,/Skippy notes and tapping your feet. / Learning the songs singing by grandma — / When the kitchen timer sounds!' But this cake is not intended to be eaten; Siblings carefully decorate and wrap each piece as gifts. When darkness falls, the children grouped
back up, shared more hugs with grandmother and are turned off under the full moon for the house, a bag full of treats on their sleigh. -Kirkus Reviews Christmas cookie sweet story perfect for families to share! Three bouncing little bear siblings, wrapped tight in their winter clothes, can't wait to tromp through the snow on a cooking day for grandmothers! In the
rhyming text, which begs to be sung, the bears and their grandmother pour and mix and stir intermittently hot cocoa and dance to create the perfect wintry treatment. Then they wrap it up as gifts of ribbons to show that sweets are even better when they are shared. With a recipe in the back, it is great for the family to feel a good story in autumn, winter, and
any holiday spent with grandparents. Praise for the grandmothers on the day of baking:This gentle story will leave the children feeling warm and hazy. This is perfect for individual sharing, story time, cooking time and almost any time. -School library publication Rolls, a rhyme greeting to grandmother's grandson's bond. —Kirkus Reviews Three lively bears in
this warm fairy tale spend a pleasant and productive day with grandmother. —Publishers of the Week [W]arm and cuddly and brimming with character...—BCCB ISBN-13: 9780399242441 Publisher: Penguin Young Readers Group Date Published: 08/14/2014 Pages: 32 Sales rank: 23 23 00 1,642 Product dimensions: 8.20(w) x 10.20(h) x 0.70(d) Age range:
3 - 5 years From publisher's praise baking DAYS grandmothers:This gentle story will leave children feeling warm and obscure. This is perfect for individual sharing, story time, cooking time and almost any time. -School library publication Rolls, a rhyme greeting to grandmother's grandson's bond. —Kirkus Reviews Three lively bears in this warm fairy tale
spend a pleasant and productive day with grandmother. —Publishers of the week [W]arm and cuddly and brimming with character ...—BCCB 08/04/2014Three vivacious bears spend a pleasant and day with your grandmother in this warm tale from husband and wife's co-workers Bella and Stella Come Home and Pigs Love Potatoes. Anika Denise
impressionist couples rely on the sounds, celebrities and smells of siblings visiting. After making their way through the snow, the bears arrive at the inviting cottage: Knock-knock-knock on grandmother's door./ Hear her cushion through the floor./ Put a kiss on grandmother's nose,/ cozy fire warming toss. Donning aprons, they mix dough then kick up their
heels (Old-time music, soft and sweet./ Skippy notes and tapping feet), while the cake bakes, joyfully chanting the story refrain: It's baking day!/ It's baking day!/ It's baking day for grandmothers! Christopher Denise's digital work of art glows in the sun, the light of the fireplace and finally the moon and radiates the energy of bears and their love for
grandmother. In an unexpected and sweet turn, young bakers wrap the slices of cake in gift boxes to share rather than take the samples themselves. The price includes a chocolate cake recipe. Age 3–5. Agent: Emily Van Beek, Folio Literary Management. (August) Publishers Of the Week 06/01/2014PreS-Gr 1-Three little bears head through the snow
grandmothers. There they bake, dance, drink hot chocolate, pack their fried winch, and then go home, but the story is really more than that. Grandmother's love is almost a tangible thing, reflected in the artist's illustrations, with warm colors and a cozy atmosphere, and the images convey the sheer pleasure she feels in the company of her grandchildren.
Cubes are clearly thrown away with their grandmother, who towers over them with a good heart and with a tradition of baking day. This is not a treacle of cloning nostalgia. Instead, the authenticity of the characters shines in a natural and pleasant way. The text is a great rhyming poem/song with a refrain, It's baking day!/It's baking day!/It's baking
day/grandmother! And it's a lot of fun to read aloud. Old-time music, soft and sweet./Skippy notes and touch of legs./Learning the songs singing by grandmother– /when the kitchen timer sounds! The price includes grandmother Rosie's chocolate cake recipe. This gentle story will leave the children feeling warm and hazy. It's perfect for individual sharing,
storytelling, cooking time and almost any time.-Catherine Callegari, Gay-Kimball Library, Troy, NH School Library Journal 2014-06-18A rolls, rhymes greeting grandmother's grandson's bonds. Three independent, grouped young bears settle through the snow and pass through the pond of grandmother's cottage, all smiling like this baking day grandmothers!
Everything in grandmother's house - from fire and old-fashioned stoves and Victrola to her pink scarf and wooded salon décor - shows coziness and love, and ursine facial expressions reflect it. Although the addition of ingredients is not shown, grandmother's role in baking the cake is limited to reading the recipe, and she even has aprons of grandkids (at
least one spread, they are inexplicably lacking). While the cake bakes, there is a hot chocolate drink and cold windows to draw. Old-time music, soft and sweet, / Skippy notes and tapping your feet. / Learning songs singing by grandmother — / When the kitchen timer sounds! But this cake is not intended to be eaten; Siblings carefully decorate and wrap each
piece as gifts. As the darkness falls, the children bundle back up, share more hugs with grandmother and are turned off by the full moon at home, a bag full of treats for their sleigh. Christopher Denise's Photoshop illustrations are a combination of cartoon characters (although they are more real in appearance than most anthropomorphized bears) and
realistic settings, especially in snowy winter scenes between home and grandmother. Just in time for Grandparents' Day. (recipe) (Picture Book. 3-7) Kirkus Reviews Praise for baking day grandmothers:This gentle story will leave children feeling warm and uncertain. This is perfect for individual sharing, story time, cooking time and almost any time. -School
library publication Rolls, a rhyme greeting to grandmother's grandson's bond. —Kirkus Reviews Three lively bears in this warm fairy tale spend a pleasant and productive day with grandmother. — Publishers of the Week [W] hands and cuddly and brimming with characters... - BCCB Of Publisher Publisher
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